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We consider not oriented simple graph (without loops and with simple edges)
V,E with vertices |V | = n and set of edges E such that edges e ∈ E are independent
and have probability pe and weight we. Consider the adjacency n× n matrix

A =
[
Ajk

]
, where Ajk =

{
0, if (j, k) /∈ E,
1, if (j, k) ∈ E.

Define degree of vertex i ∈ V as di :=
∑

j:{i,j}∈E ξij . We shall assume that Aij for

1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n are independent and EAij = pij(n) =: pij .
We introduce the diagonal matrix D = diag(d1, . . . , dn) and Laplace matrix of

not weited graph G, L = D−A. We shall assume that matrix A is symmetry, i.e.
Aij = Aji, and that r.v.’s Aij for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n are independent. We shall consider

as well weigthed graphs G̃ = (V,E,w) with weight function wij = wji = Xij for
1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n independent random variables s.t. EXij = 0, EX2

ij = σij . We
introduce the quanities

an =
1

n

n∑
i,j=1

pijσ
2
ij , and ân =

1

n

n∑
i,j=1

pij(1− pij).

The quantity an intereprete as expected mean degree of weighted graph G̃. With

graph G̃ we consider the adjancy matrix Ã =
[
AijXij

]
and Laplase or Markov

matrix L̃ = D̃− Ã, where D̃ = diag(d̃1, . . . , d̃n) and d̃i =
∑

j:j 6=iAijXij . We shall

denote by λ1(B) ≥ λ2(B) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(B) ordered eigenvalues of symmetric n × n
matrix B. We shall consider spectrum of matrix 1√

an
Ã, 1√

an
L̃, Â = 1√

ân
(A−EA)

and L̂ = 1√
ân

(L − EL). For bravity of notation we shall write λ̃j = λj(Ã), λ̂j =

λj(Â), µ̃j = λj(D̃), and µ̂j = λj(D̂). Introduce corresponding empirical spectral
distributions

F̂n(x) :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

I{λ̂j ≤ x}, F̃n(x) :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

I{λ̃j ≤ x},

Ĝn(x) :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

I{µ̂j ≤ x}, G̃n(x) :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

I{µ̃j ≤ x}.

In the paper [1], 2006, was shown that under condition pij ≡ 1 and σ2ij ≡ 1 for any

1 ≤ i, j ≤ n that ESD Gn(x) weakly convergence in probability to the nonrandom
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distribution function G(x), which defined as free convolution of Gaussian distri-
bution function and semicircular distribution function.

In [3], 2010, authors considered the limit of Gn(x) for weighted Erdös – Renyi
graphs (pij ≡ pn) and equivariance weights (σij ≡ σ2). Assuming that pn bounded
away from zero and one, and that random variables Xij have the fourth moment,
proved that Gn(x) weakly convergence to the same function G(x).

In [5], 2020, Yizhe Zhu consider the so calle graphon approach (the descrition
see below) to limiting spectral distribution of Wigner–type matrices. He discribe
the moments of limit spectral measure in term of graphon of profile of variance
matrix Σ = (σij) and number of trees with fixed number of vertices. Recently
Chatterjee and Hazra published the paper [2] in which developed the approach of
Zhu.

First we formulate some conditions which we shall use in the present paper.

• Condition CP (0): an →∞, as n→∞ and

lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

| 1

an

n∑
j=1

pijσ
2
ij − 1| = 0, and

• Condition CX(1): For any τ > 0

Ln(τ) :=
1

an

n∑
i,j=1

pijEX2
ijI{|Xij | > τ

√
an} → 0 as n→∞, (0.1)

The main result of the present paper is the following theorem.

Theorem 0.1. Let conditions CP (0), CX(1) hold. Then

• ESD’s Fn(x) weakly convergence in probability to the semi-circular distri-
bution function,

lim F̃n(x) = F (x) and lim F̂n(x) = F (x) in probability.

• ESD’s G̃n(x) convergence in probability to the distribution function G(x),
which is additive free convolution of standard normal distribution function
and semi-circular distribution function,

lim G̃n(x) = G(x) and lim G̃n(x) = G(x) in probability..
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